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Your security posture is only as good as the view you 
have and the actions you take.  
The proliferation of platforms, data, users and mobility is creating new 
challenges for security teams. Visibility and manageability are hard to attain,  
let alone staying on top of endless alerts and tool updates. Azure Sentinel™,  
the Microsoft® cloud-based Security Information and Event Management 
System (SIEM), was created to provide a whole new level of control and 
visibility across the entire IT security environment. 

Azure Sentinel lets you combine and analyze security data from all your 
users, endpoints and infrastructure to make threat protection smarter 
and faster. An Azure Sentinel JumpStart from Insight will give you an 
understanding of the solution and a deployed instance in your environment.

What is a JumpStart? 
Insight JumpStarts are on-site, expert-led workshops that combine training and implementation. Centered around best practices for 
cloud and security, JumpStarts familiarize your team with new technology and provide you with a working environment you can 
begin using right away. 

How does the JumpStart work?
Our Azure Sentinel JumpStart is a two-part engagement.

Quickly enhance your security capabilities with an Azure Sentinel 
JumpStart from Insight. 
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To register, please visit pages.insight.com/JumpStarts

On-site workshop
 • Our Microsoft experts educate your organization on the 

features and functionality of Microsoft security services and 
Azure Sentinel.

 • Through whiteboarding sessions, we review the Azure 
Sentinel build and the strategies and best practices we 
leveraged for the design.

 • We review data sources and flows into Azure Sentinel, and 
provide training on how to monitor and visualize this activity.

 • Together, we discuss your long-term strategy for a holistic 
security practice using Azure Sentinel and various data sources.

The result
Your team will leave the JumpStart with foundational knowledge of Microsoft security solutions, an understanding of threat 
hunting and detection with Azure Sentinel, and a functional SIEM ingesting Microsoft telemetry.

Assessment and setup
 • Our Microsoft technical experts identify data sources for 

your Azure Sentinel service.

 • We deploy Azure Sentinel and create a log analytics 
workspace to analyze your data.

 • We connect up to three existing Microsoft data sources, 
such as Advanced Threat Protection, Office 365® and Cloud 
App Security, into your Azure Sentinel SIEM.

https://pages.insight.com/JumpStarts.html

